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Please reply to;
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www.freestylesnowsports.co.uk
___________________________________________________________________

A.
Those present: Martin Carr, Ian Findlay, Ian Danby, Ania Wasielewska, Gareth Vogan, Jeff
Blackburn-Elliott, Rob Taylor
B.
Standing Orders: Are there the above present, inc chair, Declaration of interests, Struck off
directors, Safeguarding
C.
Items
1. Two new people have joined the committee. IF/MC advised that SSE was reviewing the
committee structure and the members of committee’s. Feedback had already been sent
back via the chair’s meeting. It is not anticipated that the framework will change, but there is
more of an emphasis on having members of a committee that actually have useful input and
collectively they cover all the work required.
2. Squad uniform is still on schedule for delivery by the end of the month. GV to send ID the
high resolution logo’s to be printed.
3. Selection policy was update at the last meeting and is now on the relevant web sites. IF to
make a few chances to the SSE web site to update outdated dates.
4. GV requested static content for the moguls page of the SSE web site as it is anticipated there
will be an appetite for Freestyle information around the Olympics. MC suggested that a
widget be added that feeds information from the Moguls Facebook Group, this would
ensure the page has the most current information as well. GV investigating this with the web
developers.
5. ID is investigating options for the outdoor moguls comp for 2018. Options are the end of
April and the end of February.
6. The plan for 2018 is to have three events. Moguls, Cross & Slope at the indoor slopes from
May onwards. JB to investigate options for the moguls and IF the other two.
7. Training Camps. There is the usual idea of sorting out a camp in Laax the week before the
Brits (so last week of March 2018). As well as another one in Feb, also in Laax. Other ideas
include one during the season in France IF & RT to invesgate.
D. Next Meeting November 2017.

